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Labor shares in the EU - sectoral effects and
the role of relative prices
István Kónya – Judit Krekó – Gábor Oblath

Abstract
The paper studies the labor share among countries of the European Union, with a particular
attention to newer member states of Central and Eastern Europe (CEEU). After discussing
methodological issues in the computation of the labor share, we present various stylized facts
at the country level, and also for broad sectors within the aggregate economy. We find that
CEEU countries typically have lower labor shares, both in the aggregate and at the sectoral
level. Structural change, while quite pronounced among the CEEU economies, plays only a
minor role in the evolution of the labor share. The exception is agriculture, which for some
countries have a sizable impact on the level and dynamics of the labor share - partly because
of important measurement problems. We also document links between productivity, the
relative prices of consumption and investment, and the labor share. In particular, we find
that a significant part of the difference in conventionally measured labor shares between the
more developed EU countries and less developed CEEU countries can be attributed to
differences in relative prices. We discuss possible explanations, and show that given
reasonable assumptions, a simple two-sector model is able to account for the main findings.
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Bérhányadok az EU-ban – az iparági hatások
és a relatív árak szerepe
Kónya István – Krekó Judit – Oblath Gábor

Összefoglaló
A tanulmány a bérhányad alakulását vizsgálja az Európai Unió országaiban, különös
tekintettel a közelmúltban bekerült közép- és kelet-európai tagállamokra (CEEU). Miután
megvizsgáltuk a bérhányad számításának módszertani kérdéseit, különféle stilizált tényeket
mutatunk be, amelyek országokra, valamint az aggregált gazdaságon belüli fő termelési
szektorokra vonatkoznak. Ezek alapján azt találjuk, hogy a CEEU-országokban mind az
aggregált, mind a szektorális bérhányadok alacsonyabbak. Bár a strukturális átrendeződés
jelentős volt a CEEU-gazdaságokban, ennek csekély szerepe volt a bérhányad alakulásában.
A kivétel ez alól a mezőgazdaság, amely egyes országokban jelentősen befolyásolta a
bérhányad szintjét és dinamikáját – részben a jelentős mérési problémák miatt. Megmutatjuk
azt is, hogy empirikus kapcsolat áll fenn a termelékenység, a fogyasztás és beruházás relatív
árai, valamint a bérhányad között. Azt találjuk, hogy a fejlett EU-országok és a kevésbé fejlett
CEEU-országok szokott módon számolt bérhányada közötti különbség jelentős része a relatív
árak közötti eltéréseknek tulajdonítható. Több magyarázatot is számba veszünk, és
megmutatjuk, hogy realisztikus feltevések mellett egy egyszerű, kétszektoros modell
reprodukálni képes a fő empirikus megfigyeléseket.

Tárgyszavak: bérhányad, fejlettség, munkatermelékenység, relatív árak, Európai Unió

JEL kódok: E24, J30, O11

high, and it is actually above one before 2010.
Second, the dynamics of the labor share are very different across sectors in the CEEU
countries. We see a large drop and divergence in industry labor share, and convergence
- increases - in both market and non-market services. A partial exception is the 20092014 period, where the labor shares in the nonmarket services sector diverged sharply.
This might be a consequence of the economic crisis, when fiscal consolidation hit wages in
the public sector particularly hard in the CEEU countries. By 2016, the labor shares in
the manufacturing and nonmarket sectors were back to their pre-crisis levels, and further
convergence between the country groups looks likely.
Figure 7: Average aggregated labor share excluding agriculture in CEEU and EU13 countries

Third, the agricultural labor share is unreliable, at least in the CEEU countries. To
see the impact of agriculture on the aggregate labor share, we reproduce Figure 5 for the
non-agricultural part of the economy. Figure 7 presents the results, along with the total
economy labor shares from Figure 5. Strikingly, while the non-agricultural labor share is
also much lower in the CEEU group, the large decline between 1995-2006 is hardly visible
any more. Without agriculture, the labor shares are quite stable in both the CEEU and
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EU13 groups.

4.2

Shift-share analysis
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Figure 8: Weight of subsectors in total value added
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The sectoral composition of the economy has changed considerably in the EU countries
for the last twenty years and the basic pattern of sectoral transformation is similar in EU13
and non CEEU countries (Figure 8). Specifically, the period can be characterized by an
increase in the service sectors and a decrease in manufacturing and agriculture. However,
in CEEU countries, the weight of agriculture was much higher in the beginning of the
period and the decrease is more pronounced in the 1995-2016 period. Also, the decrease
in manufacturing is less marked (it has even increased in some countries), and the increase
in market services is more robust. Structural transformation still lags behind in CEEU
countries3 . The weights of agriculture and manufacturing are higher, and the weight of
services is lower than in the more developed EU countries.
3

In this section we do not consider the role of cross-country relative prices, i.e. that the relative price
of services to GDP is much lower in the CEEU than in the EU13. At international prices the weight of
services in CEEU countries increases. We address comparisons at international prices in section 5.2 and
5.3.
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We now turn to the role of changes in structural composition in aggregate labor share
developments. The change in the aggregate labor share can be decomposed into the
contribution of changes in sectoral labor shares, and the contribution of changes in sectoral
composition. The weights are given by the share of the given sector in total value added:4
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Figure 9 displays the decomposition. The bulk of the aggregate labor share change
comes from within sector labor share changes. However, in some Central European countries (Romania, Poland and Slovenia) sectoral restructuring also contributed to a lower
aggregate labor share. In particular, the decrease in the ratio of high labor share agriculture in total value added also contributed to the decrease in the aggregate labor share in
some CEEU countries (See Figure 10 below). Note that in Poland, Romania, and Slovenia
the labor share in agriculture is excessively high and exceeds 100% (see section 2).
Figure 10 looks at the contribution of agriculture in more detail. The total impact
of agriculture is defined as the sum of the reallocation component (the shrinkage of the
sector), and the within sector component (labor share changes within agriculture). We
find that in many CEEU countries (Croatia, Hungary, Poland and Romania) agriculture
did in fact play a large role in the overall fall in the aggregate labor share. However, when
excluding agriculture from the analysis, we find that sectoral transformation does not add
much to the aggregate dynamics in the non-agricultural labor share (see Appendix, Figure
26).
4

The sum of contribution of changes in sectoral composition and sectoral labor shares might slightly
differ from change in aggregate labor share in the same period. The explanation lies in the following
aggregation problem. The adjusted labor share adjusts the compensation of employees to value added
with the employed over employee ratio. As this ratio might vary significantly across sectors, the total
economy labor share, calculated aggregating the sectoral labor shares does not necessarily coincide with
the aggregate labor share calculated by adjusting the aggregated compensation of employee to value added
ratio with aggregated employee-employment ratio. To ensure additivity, in the section we decompose the
labor share which is aggregated from sectoral labor shares, while in aggregate analysis, we use original
labor share, which is calculated from total economy aggregates.
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Figure 9: Decomposition of contribution of change in sectoral composition and sectoral
labor shares to change in aggregate labor share including agriculture,1995-2016
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Figure 10: Contribution of agriculture to change in aggregate labor share,1995-2016
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4.3

Shift share analysis - cross-sectional decomposition

After looking at changes over time, in this section we decompose cross-sectional differences
in the aggregate labor share into within sector components and the composition effect. We
decompose the aggregate labor share including agriculture.
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The bulk of the difference in country labor shares compared to Germany is explained by
differences in sectoral labor shares, and the contribution of different sectoral composition
is negligible (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Decomposition of difference in aggregate labor share (including agriculture)
compared to Germany, 2016
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Relative prices, the level of development and labor share

5.1

Relative price and labor share

In theory, the relationship between the level of economic development and the labor share is
not straightforward and might depend on a number of factors (the elasticity of substitution,
capital mobility, trade integration, sectoral differences). Section 3 demonstrates that labor
shares are lower in the less developed CEEU countries on average, and in Section 4 we show
that this difference can not be attributed to differences in sectoral labor shares. Lower
labor shares in developing and emerging countries is also documented in IMF (2007).
Table 1: Panel regressions of labor share on value added per employment
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
relative price of AIC
VARIABLES
relative labor share
relative productivity

0.116**
(0.0534)

relative price of AIC
Constant

0.873***
(0.0559)

1.192***
(0.364)
-0.283
(0.375)

Observations
R-squared
Year FE
country FE

0.0401
(0.0742)
1.064**
(0.511)
-0.178
(0.489)

529
529
529
0.099
0.213
0.220
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
Robust standard errors in parentheses
All variables are expressed relative to Germany
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

0.0716***
(0.0208)

0.988***
(0.0182)
529
0.264
YES
NO

We run panel regressions to find that there is indeed a positive correlation between
value added per employed and the labor share among EU countries. In the first column of
Table 1, our baseline labor share indicator (adjusted, based on value added at factor cost)
is regressed on labor productivity (the value added at factor cost per number of employed
in PPS), and both indicators are expressed relative to Germany. The results indicate that
there is a significant positive correlation in time fixed effect specification.5
In international comparisons, the ratio of the price level of consumption (Pc ) to the
price level of GDP (Pgdp ) tends to increase with the level of development (Figure 12,
5
The correlation disappears in the country fixed effect specification, which implies that the positive
correlation between labor productivity and the labor share is identified from cross-country variation.
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first panel). In other words, the purchasing power of wages in terms of consumption
- as compared to the purchasing power of a unit of currency over total GDP - tends
to decrease with the level of development. This positive correlation between the relative
price of consumption and income is documented for example in Barro (1991) and Hsieh and
Klenow (2007). As Hsieh and Klenow (2007) argue, the lower relative price of consumption
and the higher relative price of investment in poorer countries is a consequence of these
countries being relatively less productive in tradables. As the share of nontraded services
is larger in consumption goods than in investment goods, poor countries have a lower
productivity in producing investment goods, and also in producing tradable goods in
exchange for investment goods (relative to their productivity in the nontradable service
sector).
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Figure 12: The relationship between (a) the relative price of AIC to GDP and productivity;
(b) the level of producer real wage and the relative price of AIC to GDP; (c) the adjusted
labor share and the relative price of AIC to GDP: EU 24, pooled cross-section data relative
to the EU15 average, 1995-2017
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This implies that between countries at different levels of development, differences in
the consumption value (purchasing power) of wages, i.e., adjusted for differences in the
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relative price of consumption, tend to be milder than what is suggested by differences in
producer real wages (i.e. wages in euros deflated by the price level of GDP, Figure 12,b).
Similarly to producer real wages, adjusted labor shares are also positively correlated with
the relative price of individual consumption see (Figure 12,c).
Again, we run panel regression and find a positive relationship between the relative
price of consumption and value added per employment and between the relative price of
consumption and labor shares (see 2. and 4. columns of Table 1). In the estimations,
the relative price of actual individual consumption is measured by the index of price
level of actual individual consumption to the price level of GDP, and similarly to labor
productivity and the labor share, it is expressed relative to Germany. When the labor
share is regressed on both the adjusted relative price of consumption and productivity, the
coefficient of relative productivity looses its significance (see 3. column in Table 1 ).

5.2

Labor share corrections and decompositions

We can decompose the adjusted labor share (LS) into the producer real wage and labor
productivity. The decomposition, using logarithms of the variables can be written as the
following:

ls = (comp − gdp) − (empe − emp)
= (comp − empe) − (qgdp + pgdp − emp)
= [(comp − pgdp ) − empe] − (qgdp − emp)
{z
}
|
{z
}
|

(1)

= [(comp − empe + emp) − qgdp ] −pgdp ,
|
{z
}

(2)

Prod. real wage

Labor productivity

Unit labor cost

where qgdp and pgdp denote the (logs of) the volume and price level of GDP. From the
point of view of the welfare of wage-earners, however, what matters is the price level
of consumption (rather than that of GDP). Therefore, for the purposes of international
comparisons, it makes sense to correct the conventionally interpreted labor shares with
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